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Release Notes 2008-10-17
Config db ntf: 20081017154500

Analyze db ntf: 20080811172500
Windows Version: 1.5.21.272 :: MAC OS X Version: :: Linux Version: 

Eclipse Plugin:

Major Improvements: Enhanced notes.ini entry management

Configuration Database

FIX Fixed a problem with inheritance of bookmark actions based on a bookmark template from within desktop icon action upon first save, any 
changes to the bookmark template (even changing or removing the template in the desktop icon action) did not work

FIX The location settings action (setting default location for login dialog and / or override location after login) did not work with location names 
that contained square brackets "["/"]" - this has been fixed

CHANGE Changed the richtext creation for mailbased installs to [richtext before button]-->[message before button]-->[button]-->[richtext after button]
This was previously [message before button]-->[richtext before button]-->[button]-->[richtext after button];
also removed extra empty lines from mailbased install mails

ENHAN
CEMENT

Added the option to specify up to 10 notes.ini variables to set along with mailbased install

ENHAN
CEMENT

Added the option to specify runtime of notes.ini & variable management actions being before login, after login or at client shutdown
Previously, notes.ini & Variable management action would only run after login.

Analyze Database

- No 
changes
-

- No changes -

.DLL Updates (Windows)

FIX Fixed a problem with unmerge, where any values other than lowercase values were not unmerged.

FIX Fixed a problem with merge, where merging a value into a previously empty/nonexistent ini variable resulted in ", [mergevalue]".
This now results in "[mergevalue]" as expected.

ENHAN
CEMENT

Userbookmarkorder Outlines in bookmark.nsf that did not have the flag "prohibit design refresh" prior to installing MarvelClient are now 
updated with this flag set automatically; not having this flag set is a problem for any future upgrade scenario
(with or without MarvelClient), as the client will remove *any* bookmarks an end user has
Also, without this flag, roaming on to a client with a missing - and thereby by MarvelClient autocreated - bookmarks.nsf did not work, as the 
Notes client would delete any changes immediately after startup

.dylib Updates (Mac OS X)

not 
available

not available

.so Updates (Linux)

not 
available

not available
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